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Mobile Internet (MI) Penetration 

  The US, UK and Italy 
are the leaders in MI 
penetration 

  Unlimited data 
packages are an 
important part of the 
growth of MI 

  3G networks are 
greatly improving the 
quality of MI 
experience 

http://www.nielsenmobile.com/documents/CriticalMass.pdf 
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Mobile As a Medium 

  The Printing Press 

  Recordings 

  Cinema 

  Radio 

  Television 

  The Internet 

  Mobile 

  Read and Publish 

  Play Records 

  Watch Movies 

  Listen to radio 

  Watch television 

  Use the internet 



Media Consumption 

http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/binaries/research/cmr/753567/CMR_2010_FINAL.pdf 



Mobile Phone Usage 



Mobile Social Networks 

  Increasing amount of time people spend on 
social networks and similar sites  



E-Commerce Defined 

  Wide Definition 
  Business occurring over networks which use non-

proprietary protocols, that are established through an 
open standard setting process such as Internet (OECD 
99) 

  Narrow Definition 
  The sales of goods or services over electronic networks, 

at any stage in the supply chain, whether between 
businesses, between businesses and consumers, or 
between the public and private sectors (UK, DTI 1999)  

  e-business: a broader definition of EC, which includes: 
  buying and selling of goods and services 
  servicing customers 
  collaborating with business partners 
  conducting electronic transactions within an organization 



E-Commerce Perspectives  

  Communications: delivery of goods, services, information, or 
payments over computer networks or any other electronic means 

  Commercial (trading): provides capability of buying and selling 
products, services, and information on the Internet and via other 
online services 

  Business process: doing business electronically by completing 
business processes over electronic networks, thereby substituting 
information for physical business processes 

  Service: a tool that addresses the desire of governments, firms, 
consumers, and management to cut service costs while improving 
the quality of customer service and increasing the speed of service 
delivery 

  Learning: an enabler of online training and education in schools, 
universities, and other organizations, including businesses 

  Collaborative: the framework for inter- and intra-organizational 
collaboration 

  Community: provides a gathering place for community members 
to learn, transact, and collaborate. 



Types of e-commerce 

  business-to-consumer (B2C) : online transactions are 
made between businesses and individual consumers 
  Example: Buying a book on Amazon.com 

  business-to-business (B2B): businesses make online 
transactions with other businesses  
  Example: AVIS make an auction for buying 1000 new 

cars 
  intrabusiness EC: EC conducted inside an organization 

(e.g., business-to-employees B2E) 
  consumer-to-business (C2B): e-commerce model in 

which individuals use the Internet to sell products or 
services to organizations or individuals seek sellers to bid 
on products or services they need 
  Example: priceline.com (reverse auction) 

  consumer-to-consumer (C2C): e-commerce model in 
which consumers sell directly to other consumers 
  Example: EBAY (mobile) 



Benefits of EC: to organizations 

  Global reach 

  Cost reduction 

  Supply chain 
improvements 

  Extended hours: 
24/7/365 

  Customization 

  New business models 

  Vendors’ specialization 

  Rapid time-to-market 

  Lower communication 
costs 

  Efficient procurement 

  Improved customer 
relations 

  Up-to-date company 
material 

  No city business 
permits and fees 



Benefits of EC: to consumers 

  Ubiquity 

  More products and 
services 

  Cheaper products and 
services 

  Instant delivery 

  Information 
availability 

  Telecommuting 

  Participation in 
auctions 

  Electronic 
communities 

   “Get it your way”  

  No sales tax 

  Higher standard of 
living 

  Availability of public 
services 



Mobile Commerce 

  Mobile commerce (m-commerce, m-
business): e-commerce transactions and 
activities conducted in a wireless environment, 
especially via the Internet 

  B2C, B2B, intrabusiness 

  Location-based commerce (l-commerce): m-
commerce transactions targeted to individuals in 
specific locations, at specific times 

  A natural extension of e-business  

  Mobile devices create an opportunity to deliver 
new services to existing customers. 



Mobile’s Unique Benefits 

  The first truly personal mass media 

  The first always-on mass media 

  The first always-carried mass media 

  The only mass media with a built-in payment 
channel 

  At the point of creative impulse 

  We are able to create content and distribute it 
the moment the mood strikes us 

  Taking pictures and uploading to a  
social network 

  Information can be shared around  
the word 



Drivers of m-commerce 

  Widespread availability of devices: the number of 
cellular connections has reached 3.25 billions 

  The handset culture: widespread usage of mobile phones 
among the 15-25 year-old age group 

  The service economy: we are not a manufacturing 
economy anymore 

  Vendors’ push: they advertise many applications of m-
commerce 

  The mobile workforce: more and more workers operates 
out of the office – it is a social trend 

  Increased mobility: a more productive use of time for 
people that commute or travel frequently 

  Improved price/performance: the price of wireless 
devices and the price per minute is decreasing 

  Improvement of bandwidth: 3G communication provides 
data rate up to 2Mbps (in theory, in practice ~ 300Kbps) 



Application Areas of Mobile & Wireless 

1.  Sales Force Automation 

2.  Field Force Automation 

3.  Warehouse & Stock Management 

4.  Asset Management 

5.  Wireless Operations 

6.  Fleet Management 

7.  Customer Relationships 

8.  Mobile & Wireless Office 

9.  Machine-to-Machine 



Mobility Needs 

  Transmission Mobility 
  Applications may require different levels of 

communication capabilities 
 Always connected: Wireless LAN, cellular 

network 
 Only sometime: e.g., when at home,  

  Operation Mobility 
  Applications require different levels of device 

portability 
 Portable or tablet PC 
 PDA or smartphone 
 Or maybe just have the possibility to access 

a PC wherever you are. 



1. Sales Force Automation 

  Applications supporting the worker in all the activities 
linked to promotion, sell, and order acquisition 

  Who: financial promoters, private bankers, pharmaceutical 
agent, traveling salesman 

  Functions 

  Manage clients database 

  Manage products portfolio 

  Planning the visits 

  Manage of promotions and discounts 

  Order collection 

  Visit report 

  Overall report of the sale activity 

  Travel reimbursement request and management  



  OmniSFA mobile sales force  
automation applications give  
sales representatives anytime,  
anywhere wireless & offline access to customer 
history, products, real-time stock status, pricing, 
place orders from the field, order status, as well 
as to their email and calendars 

  Functions 
  Account Management 
  Sales Route Management 
  Product Catalog 
  Check Inventory 
  Order Management 

Example: www.omnisfa.com 

  Order History  
  Accounts Receivable 
  Reports 
  Surveys 
  Corporate Intranet  



BSc Thesis: Enterprise Resource Planning 

Tato Genc, “Comparative evaluation of database models for Java MIDP 
applications: A case study for ERP data synchronization”  



BSc Thesis: Enterprise Resource Planning 



General Characteristics 

  Synchronization between mobile terminal 
and base 
  “real time”: orders in a restaurant o agent for 

fresh foods, or financial promoters (must check 
the quotations) 

  “Only at home”: pharmaceutical agent 
  Some applications requires high visualization 

capabilities (e.g. show images and 
presentations for complex products): portable PC 
or tablet 

  Some are better served by small-portable 
devices (e.g., restaurant or ISF) they can be 
always used (with the client or during the travel 
to the client). 



Benefits 

  Increase in the productivity: number of clients 
visited. No need to go to the base to 
communicate the order – hence increase of 
available time for the visits 

  Increase in customer satisfaction 

  Less time to wait for order fulfillment 

  Reduction of the mistakes in orders 

  The visit is more effective (less time spent by 
the client) 

  Reduction of costs: less travels, increase of 
productivity for back office (who manages the 
orders at the base), inventory reduction.  



2. Field Force Automation 

  Applications supporting tasks performed on the 
field excluding those executed by sales personnel 

  Who: equipment maintenance, transportation and 
delivery of goods, medical doctors and care 
givers (home case), journalists and 
photographers (sending articles to the base) 

  Functions 

  Acquisition of the plan of activities to be 
executed on the field 

  Support to the field activities (specific to the 
task) 

  Reporting on the performed activity 



Benefits 

  Revenues and customer satisfaction: allow to 
anticipate billing; and faster service execution 

  Productivity: better exploitation of human 
resources (fast acquisition of tasks, no need to 
travel to base, better planning of tasks) 

  Process Quality:  
  correctness of the execution and reporting of 

the task (e.g., tele-medicine or care givers 
management),  

  better quality of the data exchanged,  
  increased capability to evaluate the execution 

of the task (e.g. time for complete the task) 
  Image on the customer: the client perceive a 

better overall quality of the service. 



3. Warehouse e Stock Management (WSM) 

  Applications that support the logistic activities of 
material handling and warehousing in the great 
logistic platforms, warehouses, and points of sale 

  Functions: 

  Communicate to the operator the tasks’ list 

  Check correctness of the task 

  Confirmation to the central system of the task 
execution 



Example: Inventris stock manager 

  StockManager™ records goods received  
and goods out (does not manage stock  
locations) 

  A stock list can be downloaded to the barcode 
reader  

  Where the stock list is held on the reader the product 
record is displayed as part of the goods in/out 
transaction 

  Data is uploaded to the Inventris database where a 
variety of reports can be produced 

  Can import a tab delimited file representing a pick 
list to be imported from other applications 

  The order picking process can then be automated, 
with the details of the actual items picked being 
returned as a file 

http://www.inventris.co.uk/products-stockmanager.html 



Benefits 

  Increase of the revenues like consequence of 
the reduction of the “stock out” (real store do not 
have enough items in stock) 

  Increase of the customer satisfaction due to 
the reduction of the times and the errors of 
delivery and the stock out 

  Increase of productivity in all the warehouse 
activities 

  Support to the traceability of the items (e.g. in 
food and pharmaceutical industry) 



Terminals for WSM (Van Boxtel)  

  Scanning, portable computing 
and wireless networking can be  
performed while the user’s  
hands remain totally free 

  Mobile Computer rugged construction  
and high performance wireless  
networking to enable real-time data  
access and collection in the harshest  
environments 

  RFID handheld reader 



4. Asset management 

  Management of generic assets: equipments, 
machineries, tests-tube, bags of blood, fresh 
foods, drugs, etc.  

  Functions 

  Monitoring of the position of the asset for 
traceability and better exploitation of the asset 

  Monitoring of the state of the asset through 
the control of some its  
characteristic parameters. 



Example:GFAM Mobile PC  

  Designed with a built-in camera,  
barcode reader and RFID reader,  
WiFi, VOIP 

  Durable Design in a Hand-Held  
Environment  

  GFAM inventories, tracks, and manages  
all facility assets, from furniture and  
textiles, to office and kitchen equipment 

  The web based system allows access  
to inventory information from anywhere, any 
time  

  Service offered as ASP (Application Service 
Provider): data are stored in the central DB of the 
service provider (www.gfam.com) 



Benefits 

  Costs reduction:  

  Less assets are stolen or lost,  

  Assets are better exploited 

  More productivity of the people dedicated to 
the asset management 

  Test new technologies 

  Enable to test in rather simple applications the 
exploitation of new mobile technologies such 
as RFID 

  In general a better asset management enable a 
better planning and control of the company 
production process   



5. Wireless Operation (WO) 

  Applications supporting the development of 
operating activities inside of circumscribed 
contexts like productive plants, hospitals, 
libraries, etc 

  Functions 

  visualization of information (e.g., clinical 
folder, technical outline of a system) 

  acquisition of information (e.g., the state of 
advance of a production batch, or acquisition of 
patient critical data) 

  automation of specific tasks (e.g., the dosage 
of components in the production processes of 
drugs).  



Wireless Telemedicine 

  The storage and forwarding of digital images from one 
location to another 

  Videoconferencing: real-time consultation - patient 
and medical specialist in two different locations 

  New and novel application opportunities: 

  On wearable heart monitors linked to cell phones 

  Portable devices that transmit the vital signs of 
avalanche victims 

  Mobile communications used to attend to medical 
emergencies occurring on planes 

  Mobile telesurgery applications that enable 
surgeons in one location to remotely control robotic 
arms for surgery in another location. 



6. Fleet Management 

  Applications aimed at the efficient and 
effective management fleets of vehicles 
(automobiles, means of public transit, truck, 
ambulances, etc.) that they transport persons or 
products 

  Functions 
  Monitoring of the position, control of the 

route and of the programmed times 
(possibility to carry out eventual timely 
replanning) 

  Monitoring of some parameters  
of the means (e.g., the level of  
the tank, kilometers, the state of  
usage of the tires, etc).  



Example: Asso SAT (Advent Industriale - TN) 

  A powerful and compact computer,  
designed for the strict environmental 
conditions of the automotive 

  Installed in the vehicles and connected  
to the vehicle instruments - monitors the state of 
operation and the use of the vehicle 

  A GPS receiver can detect the vehicle position 

  Can be queried from the headquarters to know the 
vehicle position or can send the position with a given 
time frequency 

  Can record the route and link precise events (e.g., 
refueling) to the position 

  Data related to two months of operation can be stored, 
and sent to Headquarters (GPRS) 

  Data collected in the HQ can be analyzed. 



Data Collected by ASSO 

  Speed and Km covered 

  Engine RpM (Revolutions per Minute) 

  Cooling liquid temperature 

  AC usage 

  Brake usage 

  Stops with engine turned on 

  Final destination reached 

  Oil pressure 

  Battery tension 

  Fuel level 

  Stops 

  Vehicle position 

  Working times 



Benefits 

  Fuel consumption reduction for stops with 
engine turned on and less sporty driving 

  Reduction of brake wear, tire usage, clutch 
usage 

  Better service to the customer 

  Increase vehicle durability 

  Reduction of maintenance costs 

  Avoidance of not permitted refuel 

  Reduction of fines 

  Better fleet exploitation 



7. Customer Relationships 

  Applications aimed at managing the relationships with the 
customer (end-user) 

  Functions 

  Customer identification (e.g., on a ski run) 

  Communication (e.g., promotions with sms) 

  Self-service (e.g., bank wire transfer) 

  Application types 

  Extended: the service is distributed wherever there is 
coverage of a cellular network 

  Delimited: the application is active inside an area (e.g., 
a supermarket, or a museum, etc) (e.g., with Wi-Fi) 

  Local: applications based on RFID and operating in 
correspondence of the reader. 



Mobile banking 

  A large percentage of banks offer mobile access 
to financial and account information: 

 Access account balance,  

 Pay bills,  

 Be notified when your credit or debit card 
is charged 

 Buy a stock 

  The uptake of mobile banking has been minimal 

  Surveys indicate there is strong latent demand 
for these offerings that is waiting for the 
technology and transmission speeds to improve 



Wireless electronic payment systems 

  Wireless payment systems transform  
mobile phones into secure, self-contained purchasing  
tools capable of instantly authorizing payments over the 
cellular network for goods and services 

  Example: S.T.P. – SMS TAXI PAYMENT 

  The customer can pay the taxi by sending an  
SMS to Internet Data Center  

  The message must contain: city code, security code,  
the taxi number 

  If the customer is authorized the taxi will receive on the 
display the authorization (before the trip)  

  At the end of the trip the taxi driver input the fare and 
his mobile terminal prints a receipt. 

  Other Methods: Near Field Communication, Direct 
Operator Billing, Credit Card (using online form). 



Location-Based Advertising 

  Example 1: you’re walking near a supermarket 
and the cell phone beeps with the message 
“come inside and get 15% discount  on dvds”. 

  Example 2: you’re driving a car and your car is 
tracked by the GPS, a services prompt you about 
next service area and special food served there 

  Example 3: a taxi is driving in the city and 
according to the location of the taxi a different 
advertisement is showed on top of the cab 

  E.g. a taxi is passing in Pza. Domenicani and 
and ad pop up saying that Radu Lupu is 
playing this night at the Conservatory. 



Mobile Portal 

  A customer channel, optimized 
for mobility 

  Aggregates and provides 
content to and services for 
mobile users 

  News, sport, entertainment 
and travel information, 
restaurants, events, games, 
email, community services 

  Typically owned by the 
operators (TIM, Vodafone, 
Wind) – now mostly by search 
engines 

Directory of wap portals: http://wapreview.com/index.php?id=134 



Traveling 

  Check the flight status before leaving  

  Upon arrival at the airport, enter the flight 
number and receive check-in desk and flight 
time confirmation 

  Check-in by sending and SMS 

  Information about special offers in the duty-free 
shops 

  When boarding is about to commence a 
message is received 

  When at destination a taxi can be booked and 
will wait the traveler at the exit. 



Mobile HRS 

  Searching hotel, managing bookings and 
preferences – integrated with the web version 



Mobile games and entertainment 

  Mobile games: with more than 1 billion cell 
phones in use today the potential audience for 
mobile games is substantially larger than the 
market for other platforms 

  Mobile entertainment: the availability of 
portable MP3 players has lead to the 
development of music devices integrated with 
mobile phones 

  With higher bandwidth, music vendors can 
offer instant delivery of songs from their music 
libraries for online purchase 

  Handset vendors have cell phones that enable 
users to send pictures from one device to 
another. 



8. Mobile Wireless Office 

  Applications aimed at connecting a user to the 
office when she is mobile or outside the 
workplace, providing services similar to those 
available at the writing desk  

  Functions 

  Mail  

  Calendar 

  Contacts 

  Access to document editing tools 

  Access to intranet 

  Access to specific applications 



9. Machine-to-machine (M2m) 

  Applications that enable two machines to 
exchange data without human intervention 

  Examples:  

  monitoring the state of a patient,  

  monitor the state of your house,  

  applications to fleet management,  

  applications to support the movements of 
goods in industrial plants, etc. 

  Functions 

  Data acquisition 

  Firing of actions 



Example: NXN Wireless M2M 

  NXN's Wireless M2M  
(Machine-to-Machine)  
solutions over wireless  
telephony networks  
(such as GSM/GPRS,  
CDMA, 2.5/3G) 

  Used for telemetry,  
control and data exchange  
between mobile and other mobile or fixed assets 

  Typical applications used for fixed assets are  

  meter reading,  

  data collection and control of water systems (such as 
reservoir levels and opening slice gate etc.)  

  connectivity for data collection and alarm indications 
from wireless security system.  



Barriers to location-based M-Commerce 

  Accuracy of location technologies:  

  GPS provides a location that is accurate up to 15 meters 

  Less expensive – network based technology may arrive 
to 50 meters 

  Cost-benefit: for many users the benefits of location-
based services do not justify the hardware cost and the 
inconvenience and time to set up the service 

  Limited bandwidth: may improve but it is still limited for 
LBS 

  Invasion of privacy: many people will be hesitant to have 
their position and movements tracked 

  Potential health hazards: radio frequency emissions from 
wireless mobile devices may induce cancer - drivers using 
mobile telephones have an increased chance of being 
involved in a traffic accident. 



Security Issues 

  Malicious programs, such as viruses, worms, and trojans 
may increase your phone bill in various ways without the 
phone owner’s knowledge (send SMS or open connections) 

  Transaction Security:  
  m-commerce transactions pass through several 

networks (wireless and wired) – the interoperability is 
difficult 

  Post-transactional security (auditing or non-repudiation) 
difficult because no digital equivalent of a receipt 

  Wireless communication: interception of communication 
is easy 

  Physical security of the mobile device: MD can be 
stolen or lost easily. Or may be broken  loss of important 
data 

  Ease of use: wireless technology lower the temptation 
threshold. 



Assignments 

  Write a scenario for an application of augmented 
reality (describe the situation, the system 
functionality, the information provided and the 
expected benefits) 

  Browse antenna software web site and imagine a 
similar application for a care giver to elderly 
people 

  Browse some of the mobile portals listed in the 
directory wapreview.com and get inspired in 
designing a wap portal for the city of Bolzano 

  Find some more information on micropayments 
and design a micropayment solution for our 
University.  


